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Particles of Faith Nov 29 2019 Ask a young Catholic why they are walking away from the Church and one of the
main reasons is usually a perceived conflict between science and Christianity. The student edition of Particles of
Faith: A Catholic Guide to Navigating Science aims to help Catholic high school students find real answers to real
questions about the interaction of science and faith. What is the origin of life? Does the Big Bang prove God? Can
a Christian accept the theory of evolution? Teacher and scientist Dr. Stacy A. Trasancos--who converted to
Catholicism while confronting similar concerns about science and faith--addresses these and many other probing
questions in the student edition of Particles of Faith, a book designed for use in a high school theology or science
course. At the end of the book, students will be able to not only answer key questions about the faith but also to
explain those answers to others. The Particles of Faith Teacher Resource Guide can be found online in the
Classroom Resource section of the Ave Maria Press website and helps teachers adapt the book's material as a
separate unit in regularly-scheduled courses such as morality, social justice, life science, or in in chemistry and
physics courses. Lesson plans in the Particles of Faith Teacher Resource Guide include quizzes and tests.
Trasancos also has produced videos with related content in conjunction with Bishop Robert Barron and Word on
Fire Catholic Ministries. She employs encyclicals such as Pope Francis's Laudato Sí, the deep reflections of
theologians such as St. Thomas Aquinas, and the exacting work of Catholic scientists such as Fr. Georges
Lema tre--who proposed the game-changing Big Bang theory--to show how science and faith are interwoven
lights meant to guide students on the path to truth. Trasancos also explains how the Catholic faith and science

work together to reveal the truth of Christ through the beauty of his creation. She leads with the understanding
that science awakens the wonders of the foundational statement of the faith: that God is Creator of all, seen and
unseen.
The Everyday Catholic's Guide to the Liturgy of the Hours Feb 22 2022 You don't live in a cloister or a
monastery, but you take your prayer life seriously and want to explore ways to pray regularly and better. The
Liturgy of the Hours is one of those ways—but for those of us who find it a little intimidating, Daria Sockey
provides a solid overview to this ancient prayer practice. The Everyday Catholic's Guide to the Liturgy of the
Hours will answer questions like: What is the history of the Liturgy of the Hours? How can the Liturgy of the Hours
fit into a busy schedule? Why is the Liturgy of the Hours relevant today? Print or online resources: Which is
better? There is a rhythm of prayer, not just throughout the day, but throughout the year. Sockey explores the
spiritual riches of the seasons, the saints, and special feast days, which add depth and variety to prayer. She also
addresses the practice of praying the Scriptures, especially the psalms, and helps the reader to appreciate the
universal beauty of these ancient prayers. Don't let concerns about "what page am I supposed to be on?" scare
you away. Sockey will be your guide to answer common questions and overcome common fears. Your prayer life
will never be the same!
Catholic Guide to Depression May 28 2022 How the saints, the sacraments, and psychiatry can help you break
depression's grip and find happiness again Countless Christians—including scores of saints—have suffered
profound, pervasive sorrow that modern psychiatrists call “depression.” Then, as now, great faith and even fervent
spiritual practices have generally failed to ease this wearying desolation of soul. In these pages, Catholic
psychiatrist Aaron Kheriaty reviews the effective ways that have recently been devised to deal with this grave and
sometimes deadly affliction — ways that are not only consistent with the teachings of the Church, but even rooted
in many of those teachings. Extensive clinical experience treating patients with depression has shown Dr.
Kheriaty that the confessional can’t cure neuroses, nor can the couch forgive sin. Healing comes only when we
integrate the legitimate discoveries of modern psychology and pharmacology with spiritual direction and the
Sacraments, giving particular attention to the wisdom of the Church Fathers and the saints. Here, with the expert
help of Dr. Kheriaty, you’ll learn how to distinguish depression from similarlooking but fundamentally different
mental states such as guilt, sloth, the darkness of sin, and the sublime desolation called “dark night of the soul”
that is, in fact, a privileged spiritual trial sent to good souls as a special gift from God. You’ll come to know how to
identify the various types of depression and come to understand the interplay of their often manifold causes,
biological, psychological, behavioral, cultural, and, yes, moral. Then you’ll learn about exciting breakthroughs in
pharmacological and other medical treatments, the benefits and limitations of psychotherapy, the critical place
that spiritual direction must have in your healing, and the vital role that hope — Christian hope — can play in
driving out depression.
Come and See Dec 23 2021 What better way is there to become configured to Christ than by following in His
footsteps? A pilgrimage to the Holy Land allows one to follow, quite literally, in Our Lord's footsteps, to discover
His homeland and the cultural, linguistic, historical, and topographical landscapes that reveal so much about
Jesus Christ. Come and See: A Catholic Guide to the Holy Land accompanies pilgrims through holy sites in
Galilee, the Dead Sea, and Jerusalem. Contemplate the mysteries of Our Lord's earthly life and ministry with
appropriate biblical texts and the testimonies of both Roman historians and early Christian witnesses and writers.
Fr. Charles K. Samson's Come and See will be a welcome companion for all who journey to the Holy Land to
better know and love Christ.
A Catholic Guide To The Bible Nov 21 2021
Introduction to the Bible Mar 02 2020 Catholics are often reluctant to begin reading the Bible, this is for various
reasons. Perhaps we hang on to the notion that the Bible is a book meant for display, for recording the dates of
family members ' births, baptisms, marriages, and deaths. Or perhaps we once attempted to read the Bible and
discovered there a culture entirely different from ours 'and came to the conclusion that the Bible had nothing
relevant to say to us in this place and time. Attentive to these and the many other reasons Catholics might give for
not reading Scripture, Stephen Binz offers practical explanations that will make the Bible less foreign and more
familiar. Introduction to the Bible allows readers to discover how the Bible came to be, how to choose a Bible
translation, how to interpret the Bible within Catholic tradition, and how to benefit the most from Bible study.
Readers will find practical explanations that will make the Bible less foreign and more familiar. Stephen J. Binz is
a Catholic biblical scholar, speaker, and counselor. He did graduate studies at the Pontifical Biblical Institute in
Rome and is a member of the Catholic Biblical Association and the Society of Biblical Literature. Binz is the author
of numerous books on the Bible, including The Passion and Resurrection Narratives of Jesus and The God of
Freedom and Life, both published by Liturgical Press.

The Everything Guide to Catholicism Nov 02 2022 Why do Catholics confess their sins? What does Jesus'
second coming mean? How does someone, such as Mother Teresa, become a saint? This guide answers these
questions and more. This resource addresses the teachings, tradition, history, and theology of the Catholic
Church. With this guide, you'll learn the foundations of the faith. Featuring explanations of: What the parts of the
Mass mean Baptism, confirmation, and the other sacraments The priesthood and religious life today The life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ Mary's relationship with modern Catholics Sin, judgment, and salvation
This approachable book also highlights twenty-first-century issues and questions modern Catholics face, including
gay marriage, abortion, and the death penalty. It's the ultimate guide to understanding Catholicism for readers of
all backgrounds and faiths.
The Catholic Guide to Miracles Jul 30 2022 "Explores various miracles, from biblical times to modern times,
including miraculous healings, apparitions, the Stigmata, levitation, incorruptiblity, and Eucharistic miracles, and
also looks at human and demonic counterfeits"-Monuments, Marvels, and Miracles Jan 12 2021 America’s got faith! You’ll find it in every state — in grand
cathedrals and tiny chapels, in miracle shrines and underwater statues, and even in blessed dirt. Finding these
sacred places hasn’t been easy, until now! Monuments, Marvels, and Miracles: A Traveler's Guide to Catholic
America takes you to more than 500 of the country’s most intriguing holy sites, each with a riveting story to tell.
Stories about: architecture (the interior of Guardian Angels Cathedral in Las Vegas resembles angel wings)
religious history (at Maryland’s Old Bohemia, Jesuit priests lived and worked incognito during anti-Catholic
persecution) artifacts (the Miraculous Medal Shrine in Philadelphia holds an original cast by Saint Catherine
Labouré) answered prayer (from the Grasshopper Chapel in Minnesota to the Coral Miracle Church in Hawaii)
healing places, beautiful places, hidden places, places where saints walked, and much more. Organized by state
and region, Monuments, Marvels, and Miracles can help you easily plan your vacation or pilgrimage, and find
sites close to you that you’ve never heard of. Chapters also include Catholic trivia and color photos. Websites,
phone numbers, addresses, and other pertinent information are included. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Marion Amberg
is an award-winning book author and freelance journalist. Her articles — mainly religion travel pieces and humaninterest features — have appeared in more than 100 markets. She is known for her “nose for the unique and
unusual” and for her engaging writing style.
A Catholic Guide to Mindfulness Apr 26 2022 Mindfulness has come a long way from its days as an obscure
Buddhist meditation technique known only to monks and a few New Age enthusiasts to what it is now-one of the
hottest new spiritual practices of our day. It's being used by people of all ages, from all walks of life, for everything
from gaining self-awareness and inner calm to treating PTSD and other anxiety disorders. Corporate executives,
Hollywood stars, medical doctors, teachers, secretaries, and even clergy are avidly embracing it. But what exactly
is this practice? Where does it come from and how did it become so popular, so fast? And what about all the
media hype surrounding its much-publicized effectiveness for our mental health and well-being? Even more
important, is this practice compatible with Catholicism? A Catholic Guide to Mindfulness attempts to answer these
questions in a concise but compelling exploration of one of the most intriguing psycho-spiritual movements of our
time.
Then Comes Baby Aug 26 2019 Greg and Lisa Popcak—popular Catholic authors, radio hosts, and marriage and
family experts—present this unique guide to caring for one’s baby, self, marriage, and spiritual life in the first three
years of parenthood. In Then Comes Baby: The Catholic Guide to Surviving and Thriving in the First Three Years
of Parenthood, Greg and Lisa Popcak lend readers the benefit of their twenty-five years’ experience in parenting
and marriage and family counseling to help them navigate the earliest years of parenthood. They recommend
rituals, routines, and tips on how to manage feeding, fatigue, and finances and how also to prioritize marital
bonding and faith life, suggesting that setting the pattern early will pay dividends later. The Popcaks coach
Catholic couples as they become first-time parents as they adjust to their new identities and help them face the
inevitable challenges of parenthood with ideas for bonding with babies and getting sufficient sleep and
nutrition—all while seeing these everyday experiences through the lens of Catholic teaching on the purpose of
family life.
LGBTQ Catholics May 16 2021 "LGBTQ Catholics presents a guide that encompasses the different levels of
ministry and that gives a full-picture template to serve as a model that can be replicated in any parish
communities around the world"-Essentials of the Faith Apr 02 2020 A guided tour for anyone who wants to understand the Catechism better--and
for anyone who wants to live a more truly Christian life. This new edition brings Father McBride's beloved classic
up-to-date.
The Essential Guide to Catholic Prayer and the Mass Oct 01 2022 The Vatican-approved guide to opening up

new connections to God. Today, more and more Catholics are looking to explore their spirituality in new ways: by
trying meditation or contemplation, seeking to adapt monastic traditions to modern life, or seeking a deeper
connection to Jesus through the Eucharist, giving rise to the growing popularity of Adoration. The Essential Guide
to Catholic Prayer and the Mass offers Catholics a way to explore prayer styles they may have never before
considered, and non-Catholics or fringe Catholics a look into a world that can sometimes seem mysterious or
intimidating. Through Mass, scripture, ancient rituals, the examples of the saints, the lives of holy men and women
in the world today, and more, Catholics of every mindset can find a style of prayer to suit them. ? One of the first
books with a detailed explanation and instructions on how to follow the new translation of Mass as prepared by
the Catholic Church ? Written with the Vatican's stamp of approval ? Perfect for cradle, convert, and revert
Catholics, as well as people from other faiths, students, and teachers
The Lesbiana's Guide to Catholic School Nov 09 2020 National Bestseller * National Book Award Finalist A
sharply funny and moving debut novel about a queer Mexican American girl navigating Catholic school, while
falling in love and learning to celebrate her true self. Perfect for fans of Erika L. Sánchez, Leah Johnson, and
Gabby Rivera. Sixteen-year-old Yamilet Flores prefers to be known for her killer eyeliner, not for being one of the
only Mexican kids at her new, mostly white, very rich Catholic school. But at least here no one knows she’s gay,
and Yami intends to keep it that way. After being outed by her crush and ex-best friend before transferring to
Slayton Catholic, Yami has new priorities: keep her brother out of trouble, make her mom proud, and, most
importantly, don’t fall in love. Granted, she’s never been great at any of those things, but that’s a problem for
Future Yami. The thing is, it’s hard to fake being straight when Bo, the only openly queer girl at school, is so
annoyingly perfect. And smart. And talented. And cute. So cute. Either way, Yami isn’t going to make the same
mistake again. If word got back to her mom, she could face a lot worse than rejection. So she’ll have to start
asking, WWSGD: What would a straight girl do? Told in a captivating voice that is by turns hilarious, vulnerable,
and searingly honest, The Lesbiana’s Guide to Catholic School explores the joys and heartaches of living your full
truth out loud.
Clear Conscience: A Catholic Guide to Voting Dec 31 2019
A Catholic Guide to Spending Less and Living More: Advice from a Debt-Free Family of 16 Jun 16 2021 "In this
book, the parents of fourteen children share their story of living on a modest income and show how Catholic
values and mindsets can lead to a life of financial freedom"-Hatch, Match, and Dispatch Jun 04 2020 An accessible, engaging, and educational journey through the history,
liturgy, and theology of the seven sacraments.
The Essential Catholic Survival Guide Jun 24 2019 Where are the tough answers when a co-worker or friend
asks those tough questions about the Catholic faith? Here at Catholic Answers, the most effective products for
countering attacks and clearing up misunderstandings have been our tracts. We've decided to compile seventy of
the best tracts into one cohesive, comprehensive book that can be used by anyone, anytime, anywhere to defend
the Catholic faith.
The Catholic Girls Survival Guide for the Single Years Oct 21 2021 Three parts sexual license, two parts
corporate I ladder, with a dash of Monolo Blahnik. If a woman's single years were a cocktail, that would be the f
culture's preferred recipe.
A Catholic Guide to Spending Less and Living More Sep 19 2021 Are you struggling under the burden of debt
without a financial cushion to fall back on? Do you long for financial freedom—to live comfortably, pay for your
children’s education, or retire while you’re still young enough to enjoy it? Sam and Rob Fatzinger can help you
cultivate the values and virtues you need to achieve your financial goals. In A Catholic Guide to Spending Less
and Living More, the husband-and-wife team shares their extraordinary story of raising fourteen children on a
modest income while living in an expensive metropolitan region. Their practical wisdom, hard-won spiritual
insights, and Catholic perspectives on how they have created their own plan based on the financial advice of
popular experts such as Dave Ramsey, Chris Hogan, and Brandon “Mad Fientist” Ganch will help you achieve
your financial goals: Break free of debt—even if your family lives on one income. Pay off your mortgage and other
big-ticket expenditures. Save for long- and short-term goals. Enjoy fun family vacations without going into debt.
Cultivate interior virtues such as gratitude and generosity to prevent resentment and hoarding. Help your kids
become good money managers and discerning consumers. Achieve a happier marriage and family life through
Catholic principles of good stewardship.
Holy Sex! Oct 28 2019 "Holy Sex!' unveils Christianity's best-kept secret, and does so in an informative, solidly
grounded, and delightful way. Want to know your Holy sex quotient? Ever wondered why Catholics have better
sex more often? From a presentation of the church's actual teachings on sex to 'The infallible lover's guide to
pleasure' to 'Natural family planning' to a Q & A secton on 'Overcoming common problems', this book truly

empowers couples to take their relationship to the next level of fulfillment and soulful satisfaction"--Back cover.
Catholic Literary Giants Jan 30 2020 In Catholic Literary Giants, Joseph Pearce takes the reader on a dazzling
tour of the creative landscape of Catholic prose and poetry. Covering the vast and impressive terrain from Dante
to Tolkien, from Shakespeare to Waugh, this book is an immersion into the spiritual depths of the Catholic literary
tradition with one of today's premier literary biographers as our guide. Focusing especially on the literary revival of
the twentieth century, Pearce explores well-known authors such as G.K. Chesterton, Graham Greene and J.R.R.
Tolkien, while introducing lesser-known writers Roy Campbell, Maurice Baring, Owen Barfield and others. He
even includes the new saint, Pope John Paul II, who wrote many literary and poetic pieces, among them the story
that was made into a feature film, The Jeweler's Shop.
A Pocket Guide to Catholic Apologetics Dec 11 2020 Now ? at your fingertips ? is the biblical basis for the key
Catholic teachings and customs that non-Catholics wonder about, object to, and preach against. Filled with
Scripture citations to help you explain, defend, and learn more about specific Catholic beliefs and practices, A
Pocket Guide to Catholic Apologetics lists more than sixty apologetics themes in an easy-to-locate format.
Designed as a pocket-size companion guide to the best-selling Where is That in the Bible?, A Pocket Guide to
Catholic Apologetics also explains how to best use Scripture when discussing your Catholic Faith. A great choice
for Bible study groups!
A Catholic's Guide to Rome Mar 26 2022 This warm anecdotal guide gives legends and traditions of both the
popular sites of Rome as well as little-known places of historical significance. Written by an internationally known
expert and veteran of fifty visits to the Eternal City. Color illustrations, photos and maps are included.
United States Catholic Catechism for Adults Jul 26 2019 Includes bibliographical references (pages 540-542) and
indexes.
Inside a Catholic Church Sep 07 2020 "From the baptismal font to the tabernacle, the symbols we see in church
stand for realities that point to the presence of God. Few Catholics, let alone non-Catholics, understand what a
treasure their parish church is. This book provides the map."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
The Catholic Catalogue Jun 28 2022 The popular mother-daughter team behind the hit website
TheCatholicCatalogue.com helps readers to discover, rediscover, and embrace the holidays and seasons of
Catholic life through this collection of prayers, crafts, devotionals and recipes. This beautifully designed book will
help readers celebrate Catholicism throughout the years, across daily practice and milestones. The Catholic
Catalogue is a field guide, a list of far ranging topics, that should aid any Catholic, whether steeped in the tradition
or just discovering spirituality for the first time, to understand the daily acts that make up a Catholic life. And like
the most useful field guides, it is divided into user-friendly sections and covers such topics as the veneration of
relics, blessing your house, discovering a vocation, raising teenagers, getting a Catholic tattoo, planting a Mary
garden, finding a spiritual director, and exploring your own way in the tradition. With more than 75 inspiring
chapters, this book promises to be a resource that individuals and families will turn to again and again, helping to
make room in their busy lives for mystery and meaning, awe and joy.
Force for Good Feb 10 2021 These pages show you how to infuse integrity into your business and why it is so
essential to success. You will learn not only the responsibilities you have to your employees, to your customers,
and to society in general, but also why you must fulfill these responsibilities to remain competitive. In short, you’ll
learn how to do the right thing in business, and how to do it the right way. From Force for Good you’ll learn: The
one principal concern of business (Hint: it’s not profit)The particular virtues you must have to run a good
businessWhat natural law is and how it applies to businessThe 3 elements of business integrityThe 4 core
principles of Catholic social doctrine that render even very competitive businesses humaneThe 6 things you must
consider when making ethical decisionsThe 10 steps you must take now to develop integrity in your business
These helpful pages include, as well: Scriptural support for Catholic Social Doctrines related to businessDozens
of quotes from papal encyclicals about businessMany real-life examples from real businesses, successful and
notPlus, much more to make you a better person and your business a better business!
Seventeen Steps to Heaven Aug 07 2020 How to make God the real center of your life. With these seventeen
steps, you'll be able to prevent your love for God from being diminished by day-to-day pressures. Fr. Leo J. Trese
gives you solid ways to root out attachments that separate you from God.
Catholic Guide to Loneliness Jul 18 2021 Here’s a comprehensive guide to loneliness that affords Catholics the
deepest possible answers to the growing problem of loneliness in our fragmented, technological modern society.
Rooted in ancient philosophical and Biblical wisdom, and buttressed by modern theory and research, these pages
bring you to an understanding of the root causes of loneliness and teach you the remedies – secular and religious
– that are most apt to cure this ever more prevalent problem. You’ll also come to see how to harness loneliness

for the service of God and neighbor, and how to bear with grace any residual loneliness you can’t manage to
defeat. Open these wise pages to discover: The simple ABCs of Lonely ThinkingThe 3 psychological and
behavioral components of lonelinessPractical techniques to counteract the effects of all 3 of them30 easy,
concrete steps you can take now to conquer your lonelinessHow to acquire the virtues that immunize you against
loneliness; andHow to profit from solitude when you must be alonePlus, much more! Here are scores of lessons
about loneliness from ancient solitary monks, modern psychologists, saints like Thomas More and Thomas
Aquinas, and Christ Himself – lessons that are guaranteed to uproot forever the weeds of loneliness that are
choking out the fruitful life God wants you to have.
The Bible Compass Jan 24 2022 The Bible is central to our faith as Catholics. It is literally the word of God, and,
along with Sacred Tradition, is one of the two pillars upon which all our beliefs and practices rest. The Bible
Compass provides readers with the tools to study the Word of God with confidence and purpose. This book
demonstrates how to read the Bible within the living Tradition of the Catholic Church, and it addresses all the
common questions about the Bible.
A White Catholic's Guide to Racism and Privilege Aug 31 2022 Fr. Daniel P. Horan, O.F.M., never thought much
about race except for what he read in history books. His upbringing as a white, middle-class Catholic shielded him
from seeing the persistent, pervasive racism all around him. Horan shares what he has since learned about
unmasking and combatting racial inequity in our nation and in our Church, urging us to join the fight.
A Catholic Guide to the Bible Oct 09 2020 True/False and multiple-choice questions. To request the answers for
this workbook, please contact Father Lukefahr to receive an answer key. You may email Father Lukefahr at
frlukecm@gmail.com
The Everything Guide to Catholicism Sep 27 2019 Why do Catholics confess their sins? What does Jesus'
second coming mean? How does someone, such as Mother Teresa, become a saint? This guide answers these
questions and more. This resource addresses the teachings, tradition, history, and theology of the Catholic
Church. With this guide, you'll learn the foundations of the faith. Featuring explanations of: What the parts of the
Mass mean Baptism, confirmation, and the other sacraments The priesthood and religious life today The life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ Mary's relationship with modern Catholics Sin, judgment, and salvation
This approachable book also highlights twenty-first-century issues and questions modern Catholics face, including
gay marriage, abortion, and the death penalty. It's the ultimate guide to understanding Catholicism for readers of
all backgrounds and faiths.
The Divorced Catholic's Guide to Parenting Mar 14 2021 In The Divorced Catholic's Guide to Parenting, Catholic
author, speaker, and licensed clinical professional counselor and pastoral counselor Lynn Cassella-Kapusinski,
herself a child of divorce, takes parents step by step through these challenges. Drawing on her own story and
professional experience, she helps Catholic parents walk with their children through the heartbreak of divorce into
the healing, peace, and even joy that is possible in their lives. In this groundbreaking work, readers will: Uncover
the emotional effects and challenges that divorce or separation may have on children and find concrete,
developmentally appropriate ways to address them Understand common problems children face as a result of
coparenting difficulties or a parent’s personal issues and learn how to communicate constructively about them
Navigate circumstances that arise in the later stages of divorce when a parent is absent, or when one or both
parents date or remarry Explore ways to use the divorce as a Catholic teaching tool on God, forgiveness, and the
beauty of the Sacrament of Matrimony Find outside resources and additional support Throughout this book,
Lynn's thoughtful advice reveals how the Catholic Faith and its teachings are the key to loving your children
through divorce and preparing them to live full, joyful lives. "I commend Lynn Cassella-Kapusinski for shining light
on a common, but difficult to address, topic. She offers wisdom for parents on how, with God's grace, to raise their
children after the pain of separation. Not only does she communicate the teaching of the Church, but she also
offers insightful, practical details, stemming from her own experience as a counselor, that will greatly benefit
divorced parents in supporting and guiding their children." — Archbishop Samuel J. Aquila, Archdiocese of
Denver "The Divorced Catholics Guide to Parenting is a welcome follow-up to Lynn's earlier works. Drawing from
the best of the psychological sciences, the Church's teachings, and her own experiences, this newest addition
demonstrates a thoughtful coincidence of wisdom with approachability and practicality. Lynn's book and ministry
are great gifts to the Archdiocese of Baltimore and beyond." — Archbishop William E. Lori, Baltimore "Lynn
Cassella-Kapusinski's book, The Divorced Catholic's Guide to Parenting, is an answer to the calling of the whole
Christian community to accompany with attention and care those who have endured the effects of divorce.
Offering professional and personal insights, it is a timely resource particularly to help treat and heal the wounds
suffered by the most innocent and vulnerable — the children of divorce." — Archbishop Wilton D. Gregory,
Archdiocese of Washington, D.C. "A very impressive, easy-to-use guide for divorced parents to help with their

children's journey. Lynn shares her experience as a child of divorce and counselor to families and provides
specific tools and the gifts of our Catholic Church to minimize the trauma of divorce for children. This guide
addresses any stage your family is struggling through and can be revisited as dynamics change. As a Family
Therapist, I recommend this book for parents who are looking for answers and support to ease the pain." — Kelly
Klaus, MA, LMFT, Executive Director of Catholic Divorce Ministry "A remarkable book to aid divorced parents in
pastorally walking with their child who has been affected by divorce. Lynn once more writes a great resource for
families who seek healing. She provides practical and poignant steps that divorced parents can take to aid their
child. Lynn captures the reality that it is faith in God that will be an anchor for all dealing with loss and pain." —
Michael Donaldson, MTS, Parish Development Director, Saint Oscar Romero Catholic Community, Eastvale CA
ABOUT THE AUTHOR Lynn Cassella-Kapusinski, LCPC, NCC, is a licensed clinical professional counselor,
pastoral counselor, and a leading figure in Catholic pastoral care of children from divorced or separated families.
Her work has been recognized by Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI, the Pontifical John Paul II Institute for Studies on
Marriage and the Family, the Knights of Columbus, and various dioceses. She has appeared on EWTN and
Relevant Radio and speaks at conferences around the country.
A Well-Built Faith May 04 2020 Nail down the facts, tear down the barriers! The Catechism of the Catholic
Church is over nine hundred pages long, so it comes as no surprise that many Catholics think of their faith as
complex—and certainly too complex to share with others! A Well-Built Faith—cleverly developed around a
construction theme—makes it easy and flat-out fun for any Catholic to know what they believe and to feel
confident in sharing those beliefs with others. The eighteen-chapter book—at times profound, at times humorous,
always practical—follows the structure of the four pillars of the Catechism of the Catholic Church (Creed,
Sacraments, Morality, and Prayer). Taking otherwise difficult topics about the Catholic faith and making them
accessible and relevant to the lives of average Catholics, acclaimed author and teacher Joe Paprocki does so in a
way that never compromises the rich depth of Catholic teaching and tradition. From the Trinity to the seven
sacraments, from the Ten Commandments to the Lord's Prayer, A Well-Built Faith will help Catholics nail down
the facts of the faith and tear down the barriers keeping them from sharing their beliefs with others.
A Concise Guide to Catholic Social Teaching Apr 14 2021 Topics related to Catholic social teaching emerge
regularly in American political and civic discourse, often connected to discussions about religious freedom,
abortion, immigrant rights, racism, capital punishment, and health care. This third edition of A Concise Guide to
Catholic Social Teaching by Rev. Kevin E. McKenna incorporates the essential teachings of Pope Francis in
Evangelium Gaudium, Laudato Si’, and Amoris Laetitia to offer a clear, beginner-level reference tool and study
guide for Church leaders and other interested Catholics to help them navigate this vast body of teaching. Building
on core themes of human dignity, community, rights and responsibilities, option for the poor, dignity of work,
solidarity, and care of creation, McKenna distills a vast amount of Catholic teaching into easily digestible
summaries, each carefully referenced to its primary source and correlated to pressing issues making today’s
headlines. The book includes crucial teachings of the popes from Louis XIII through Francis as well as from the
United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. Each chapter concludes with questions for reflection and dialogue
and appendices provide tools for parishes and study groups. This practical and thorough guide remains a
perennial favorite for study and reference in Catholic parishes, universities, and ministry formation programs.
Why Do Catholics Do That? Jul 06 2020 Provides answers to questions asked about the Catholic faith, worship,
culture and customs.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Catholic Catechism Aug 19 2021 Operating instructions for being a Catholic.
The Catechism is an amazing collection of Church teachings and rules that cover everything from the basics, like
honoring God, to more unusual subjects, such as paying just wages and respecting animals. Perfect for students,
lay teachers, Catholics, and readers of other faiths, this guide is the key to understanding the daily life of Catholics
and gives readers an appreciation for what Catholics believe. ? Provides information and explanations without a
conservative or liberal slant ? Co-author is a clergyperson expert on the teachings of the Catechism ? Companion
volume to The Complete Idiot's Guide to Understanding Catholicism, Third Edition
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